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Gearing up for
a great career
TECHNoLocYis widely used in
this era and to develop it, we need
engineers. Engineering technology
is in high demand and presents
good career opportunities.
; Universiti Kuala Lumpur
Malaysian Spanish Institute (UniKL
MSI) provides programmes for
potential engineers. Since 2002,
this campus has been cooperating
with the Spanish government,
offering various courses for
diploma and bachelor programmes
in engineering technology.

UniKL MSI specialises in
mechanical, manufacturing and
automotive engineering courses,
including electrical and electronics.

At the diploma level, it offers
three courses-Diploma of Engin-
eering Technolory in Electromecha-
nical Installation and Maintenance,
Diploma of Engineering Technology
in Mechanical Design and Develop-
ment and Diploma of Engineering
Technology in Automated Regula-
tion and Conffol.

The programmes offer a wide
range of knowledge and capahili-
ties in design for manufacturers of
mechanical products, and prepare
graduates with technical skills and
capabilities in current distribution
installation.

UniKL MSI also offers a Bachelor
of Engineering Technology prog-
ranune in the fleld of mechanical,
mechatronics. manufa cturing,
automodve and applied electron-

ics. A Bachelor in Mechanical
Engineering with Honours prog-
ramme is also offered at the Kulim
Hi-Tech Park campus.

The programme focuses on all
types of mechanical system design
and development, including
automotive. It also deals with
thermodynamics, heat transfer,
structures and materials, fluid
dlmamics and advanced control
systems.

Automotive engineering mainly
focuses on the design, manufacture
and operation of engines and cars.
It offers theoretical faining as well
as practical.application.

Moreover, students will be
equipped with both soft and hard
skills. Rather than focusing solely
on their discipline or area of
specialisation, they will be exposed
to other areas of knowledge such
as management, business practices,
leadership and entrepreneurship.

Students undergo practical or
hands-on learning with the help of
facilities of industry standard. In
addition to technical skills, UniKL
MSI stresses communication skills
through activities and programmes
organised by the university.

As it shares technology and
expertise with Spain, UniKL MSI
has high-technology workshops .

and laboratories complete with
modern equipment, apparatus,
machines and tools from Spain.

The section houses consist of

UniKL M5l specialises in mechanical, manufacturing and automotive engineering courses, which include electrical
and electronics.

several laboratories and work-
shops, including the material engi-
neering laboratory thermal labora-
tory fluid mechanics laboratory
CAD/CAI hboratory automotive
labs, design development and
prototyping labs.

UniKL MSI offers tull-time
degree and diploma programmes.
The yearly intake for both types of
programmes is in January ]uly and
September.

As the leader in technical and
engineering technology education
for almost 20 years, it has pro-
duced highly skilled, knowledgea-
ble and innovative graduates.

I For details, contact 04.403 5200
or e-mail msuyerdi@urti}l.edu.my
or visit www.unikl. e du. my
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undergo
practical or
hands-on
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industry
standards.


